
 

Homework (LO-FI Drum Kit) WAV __TOP__

open elements is loaded with high end sound design and production gear
so you can create your own custom sonic explorations. these kits are a
combination of instruments, loops and effects and can be used in many

different styles. you will find all the essentials from dirty basses and kicks
to high end sequencers and drum machines. surplice is the perfect set of

drums for your next party. these drums are programmed with a
computerised drum machine at a high pitch, then mixed down to their

natural volume. get yourself a bag of these and start making some noise!
exported and neatly organized, homework (lo-fi drum kit) is a jam-packed
collection of four seperate drum kits, containing more than four hundred

files in total. the drums are fully sampled and adjusted for maximum
flexibility. also includes a collection of midi files as well, for instant use, or

for editing using your favorite daw. homework is available in three
varieties: the whole kit, the kick only, the snare only. our beatmaking
toolkit is available to all. whether you’re a recent music student or a
seasoned producer, we’ve made it easy for you to access all of our

signature sounds. rather than being limited to a generic beat template,
you can choose from over 200 carefully handcrafted drum kits, melodic

loops, and fx that inspire the next hot sounds on the web. we have a
limited amount of kits due to the fact that we only have so many

templates to handcraft in. you can preview our drum kits on the site
(which are free), or download our easy to use beat making toolkit which is

completely royalty free. the kit comes in drum and percussion only or
percussion and drum.
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